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Corradetti moves on, urging international cooperation
Domenico Corradetti commended international collaboration among timber trade bodies
as he handed the post of Fedecomlegno General Secretary to successor Stefano Dezzutto
and took up a new role heading Italian wood packaging association Assoimballaggi.
Mr Corradetti has led Fedecomlegno since 2011,
after joining the FederlegnoArredo ‘umbrella’
federation for cork, wood and furniture
industries as technical advisor in 2008.
In 2012 he was also made General
Secretary at Assoimballaggi, which
additionally embraces the cork sector, and
worked on the merger of agents association
Agelegno into Fedecomlegno.
His activities at the latter included
communications, lobbying, budget
management and, of course, ETTF liaison.
Another critical task was coordinating
FederlegnoArredo’s EU Timber Regulation
(EUTR) Due Diligence Task Force.
“We organised workshops nationwide
attended by over 300 companies and visited
around 50 to advise on setting up EC Reg.
995/2010 Due Diligence Systems (DDS),”
he said. “And I worked with the ETTF EUTR

Working Group on DDS harmonisation.”
Mr Corradetti also co-organised biannual
meetings between Fedecomlegno members
and their key suppliers in the Austrian
Sawmillers Association.
His role change follows development
and the decision that Assoimballaggi and
Fedecomlegno require individual heads.
“My experience at Fedecomlegno
has been very important and I’ve also
appreciated the cooperation of Andreas
von Möller, André de Boer and other ETTF
colleagues,” he said. “I strongly believe an
international network is essential for timber,
so national associations can cooperate to
everyone’s advantage. I wish all the best for
the ETTF’s future and Stefano Dezzutto.”
Mr Dezzutto graduated in Forest and
Environmental Sciences from Turin and

Danish government
backs DNA timber testing
The Danish Environment Ministry is evaluating DNA timber
testing as part of its strategy to combat illegal wood trade and
aid enforcement of the EU Timber Regulation (EUTR), according
to Danish Timber Merchants Association (Danske Byggecentre).

processing before joining FederlegnoArredo
in 2011, where he covered structural
grading production control, consultancy
and EUTR support work. His goal at
Fedecomlegno is to further strengthen
industry networking and cohesion.
“It’s also to contribute to international
working groups like ETTF,” he said. “Only
as a team can we address increasingly
complex issues and facilitate opportunities
in a framework of transparency, legality
and sustainability.”

ascertain whether the information is correct and if it
corresponds to the actual wood products,” said Danske
Byggecentre Managing Director Palle Thomsen.
This issue is particularly acute with composite and
wood particle-based materials, he added, where it is
virtually impossible to identify material visually.
Palle Thomsen
Working with the timber sector, the Danish
Environment Ministry and CA have already undertaken
initial DNA trials on industry-provided samples.
“It seems a great initiative,” said Mr Thomsen. “Obviously, it makes
it much easier to verify that the products are what they say they are.
Equally important, it communicates to suppliers that it is crucial their
due diligence is on par.”
Trade, Environment Ministry and CA representatives, along with
discussions on the initiative.
How the DNA testing will be paid for long-term is unclear, but the
initial funding is from government.

Dutch step up sustainable share

The Association’s aim, he said was to make

Despite testing market conditions, Netherland’s Timber Trade Association (VVNH)
members further increased their percentage of certified sustainable imports in 2014.
"For the second year in a row we’ve
which was 85% for 2015,” said VVNH
Director Paul van den Heuvel.

To this end it is continuing to work with 26
companies and organisations across the
timber construction, manufacture, retail
under its Green Deal initiative.
imports increased share in all sectors in 2014:
against 90% in 2011

Certified timber imports are ahead of target

Sheet materials, 89.2% against 73%.
“We aim to continue to increase these
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Currently importers and the Danish EUTR Competent
Authority (CA) are primarily reliant on supplier
documentation to verify timber type and origin.
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ensures
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paper work
match

According to Probos Foundation estimates,
87.7% of the 1.8 million m3 of timber and
sheet materials imported by VVNH businesses
were backed by FSC or PEFC labels.
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areas, such as tropical hardwoods,” said Mr
van den Heuvel.
VVNH members account for 60-70% of
Netherlands timber imports and report every
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More: www.vvnh.nl/duurzame-vvnh-import.
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